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Dear Ms. Hassan:
The Investor Advocacy Clinic ("IAC") at Georgia State University College of Law appreciates the
opportunity to comment on SR-FINRA-2016-029. The IAC provides free legal representation to
investors who have suffered losses from broker misconduct but who cannot obtain legal
representation due to the size of their claim. Our clients are investors would not otherwise have a
voice. Because we routinely represent investors who cannot afford to hire counsel in FINRA
proceedings, we are uniquely positioned to comment on how the proposal may affect investors
who already have difficulty pursuing legitimate, but small, claims.
We appreciate FIN RA' s efforts to make the dispute resolution system easier to use. The proposal
that all represented parties use the Party Portal for filings 1 will undoubtedly improve efficiency
and ease of access to materials in FINRA proceedings. 2 Moreover, the requirement that parties
file discovery communications via the Party Portal will allow the panel to be more actively
engaged in the discovery process and provides FINRA with additional enforcement capability
concerning potential firm rule violations relating to discovery.
While we generally support the proposal, some aspects of it may reduce access to the FINRA
Dispute Resolution forum by claimants with smaller claims, prompting us to raise proposed
modifications to the otherwise sound proposal. First, we recommend exempting small claims from
the electronic payment requirement. Second, we recommend that FINRA extend its rule requiring
See SR-FINRA-2016-029 at 3, available at hllp :/lwww.fi11ra.orc/si1cs/dcfop l!lll lt:s n t h~ fi ling fil clSR-F l R/\ 
20 16-029.p IC
2 As the American Bar Association Commission on the Future of Legal Services found in their recently released
report, innovative methods that increase access to justice include remote access technology and online dispute
resolution, two benefits of the instant FIN RA proposal. See Commission on the Future of Legal Services, REPORT
ON THE FUTURE OF LEGAL SERVICES IN THE UNITED STATES (2016), available at htlp ://&bufuturcsr nort.com/U I (last
accessed Sept. 7, 2016).
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redaction of personal confidential information to all matters required to be filed via the Party
Portal, including simplified cases.
1. FINRA Should Exempt Claimants with Small Claims from Remitting Fees
Electronically.

FINRA should exempt simplified cases and smaller claims from the requirement that claimants
pay all fees through the Party Portal. As a law school clinic, we represent clients who often are
only able to proceed ifthey obtain fee waivers. Even if we represent clients with small claims who
do not qualify for a fee waiver, we lack the infrastructure to pay their filing fees via credit card or
ACH transfer. We understand that many law firms who fill an important void by representing
claimants with smaller claims require that their clients directly remit payment to FINRA as these
firms are unable to take on such a representation unless the client pays the fees directly to FINRA
via a personal check. Without an exception allowing payment of fees by check for these small
claims, we fear that the proposal will encourage parties to evade the Party Portal entirely by
initiating an action on a pro se basis and then having counsel appear to represent them. At worst,
it may discourage private attorneys from accepting clients with smaller claims entirely, resulting
in more unrepresented claimants. Accordingly, we propose that parties with damages under
$100,000 be permitted to pay fees by personal check.
2. Redaction of Personal Confidential Information Should be Extended to Simplified
Proceedings Filed via the Party Portal.

FINRA should revise the proposal to ensure that claimants' personal confidential information
(PCI) in simplified proceedings filed via the Party Portal receive the same level of protection as
that of parties in non-simplified proceedings. While the proposal includes changes to FINRA
Rule 12300 that subject documents filed via the Party Portal to redaction requirements, the
redaction requirements are not extended to simplified proceedings. 3 This places claimants with
smaller claims in a particularly vulnerable situation.
When FINRA proposed redaction of PCI in SR-FINRA-2014-008, we previously recommended
that redaction of PCI be required in all proceedings, including simplified proceedings, a
recommendation that was not implemented. 4 We renew that recommendation here, and raise
additional concerns regarding PCI in simplified proceedings because all represented parties in
such matters will be subject to filing via the Party Portal. FINRA has, for some time, recognized
the importance of protecting customer information against information security breaches. 5 And,
3

See proposed FINRA Rule 12300(d), SR-FINRA-2016-029, at 93-94, available at
http://ww·w. l-i nra.orglsitcs/dcl':rn ltliiks/nd c fi li11 g ·iile 1• R-F INR/\ -2 01 6- 0_9.ndr.
4
See Georgia State Investor Advocacy Clinic comment on SR-FINRA-2014-008, at 1-2 (Mar. 14, 2014), available
at httns: /www.~cC . !!O\ cornm..:nt~/sr-fi nra -2 0 1 4 -00~/fi 11ra2014008-2. r dr (last accessed Sept. 7, 2016) (commenting
on SR-FINRA-2014-008).
5 See, e.g., FINRA, Customer Information Protection, available at h!tr :t/ www. linra.c>rg irn.lustry/c;usto1111.:r
i11 rm1mt 1011-protcc1in11 (last accessed Sept. 7, 2016) ("Protection of financial and personal customer information is a
key responsibility and obligation of FINRA member firms . .. Firms should be aware that customer information and
records can be compromised i,n a variety of ways. This is especially true for firms that offer 01tli11e, Web-based
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as the FBI notes, "Some of the more prevalent schemes criminals are using these days to steal
identities include ... computer and network intrusions that result in the loss of personally
identifiable information." 6 Indeed, much of the PCI involved in a simplified proceeding is of the
type that, according to the FBI, can be used by criminals to engage in identity theft, including
financial account numbers, birth dates, addresses, and Social Security numbers. 7 Expanding the
redaction requirement to include simplified cases filed via the Party Portal would be directly in
line with FINRA' s investor protection mission. The PCI of all claimants should be protected
from electronic theft, regardless of the size of the claim. While we recommend extending the
requirement to pro se parties as well, we recognize that the risk of misuse may not be as
significant (though not non-existent) if the information is not sent, received, or stored
electronically via the Party Portal.

Conclusion
We commend FINRA's efforts to streamline the dispute resolution process and we recognize the
efficiency gains the Party Portal may create. We recommend minor changes to the proposal to
ensure that all users of the Party Portal, including those with smaller claims, are able to effectively
and safely interact with FINRA Dispute Resolution. Neither the value of counsel nor the value of
PCI increase with the size of claim. All claimants deserve counsel and protection from identity
theft. Thank you for the opportunity to comment, and please do not hesitate to contact us if we
can provide any further information.

Student Intern
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access to trading platforms and customer account information.") (emphasis added); see also FIN RA, Investor
Alerts: Cybersecurity and Your Brokerage Firm, available at htlp://w\ 1 . Ii nrn.om/i11 ve:>t n>'a krts/cybcr:c ·uFil.y
ancl -y ur-brokcrnge-firm (last accessed Sept. 7, 2016) ("Unfortunately, cyber threats to the information and
computer systems of brokerage firms are increasing, and with these threats comes the risk of potential harm to
investors. Dangers include email hack attacks, improper transfer or theft ofcustomer assets, and misuse or even
theft ofcustomer data.") (emphasis added).
6
See FBI, Cyber Crime, available at hUns://www.fbi .u vfinvc. ti 12t1l c/cvbcr (last accessed Sept. 7, 2016).
7 Id. ("Along with names, Social Security numbers, and dates of birth, fraudsters also use ... financial account
numbers (i.e., bank account, credit card) ... telephone numbers ... to commit identity theft.").

